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The metric outside a compact body deformed by a quadrupolar tidal field is universal up to
its Love numbers, constants which encode the tidal response’s dependence on the body’s internal
structure. For a nonrotating body, the deformed external geometry is characterized by the familiar
gravitational Love numbers Kel2 and K
mag
2 . For a slowly rotating body, these must be supplemented
by rotational-tidal Love numbers, which measure the response to couplings between the body’s spin
and the external tidal field. By integrating the interior field equations, I find that the response of
a barotropic perfect fluid to spin-coupled tidal perturbations is described by two rotational-tidal
Love numbers, which I calculate explicitly for polytropes. Two other rotational-tidal Love numbers
identified in prior work are found to have a fixed, universal value for all barotropes. Equipped with
the complete interior solution, I calculate the amplitude of the time-varying internal currents induced
by the gravitomagnetic part of the tidal field. For a typical neutron star in an equal-mass binary
system, the size of the equatorial velocity perturbation is on the order of kilometers per second.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
A. This work and its context
The tidal response of slowly rotating bodies in general relativity has been the subject of several recent studies
[1–6] which contribute to the broader quest of understanding the impact of tidal deformations on the gravitational
wave profile of inspiraling compact binaries. Because the tidal properties of compact objects depend sensitively on
their internal structure, measurements of tidal effects in the waveform could serve as a useful probe of the stellar
interior. In particular, Flanagan and Hinderer have observed that measurements of the tidal phase shift in the
gravitational waves emitted by neutron star binaries may be used to constrain the neutron star equation of state
[7, 8]. This prospect has motivated the rapid development of a relativistic theory of tidal deformations [9–11], which
accounts for both gravitoelectric and gravitomagnetic tidal fields, and which encodes a body’s deformability in a set
of internal-structure-dependent constants called Love numbers.
A gravitoelectric tidal field is sourced by a matter distribution far removed from the reference body; a gravito-
magnetic tidal field is generated by the currents produced by this distribution. The gravitoelectric Love number
Kel2 measures the response to the quadrupole moment Eab of the gravitoelectric tidal field; the gravitomagnetic Love
number Kmag2 does likewise for the quadrupole moment Bab of the gravitomagnetic tidal field. Together, they provide
a complete description of the tidal deformation of a nonrotating body at leading order in the tidal interaction. The
gravitational Love numbers Kel2 and K
mag
2 have been computed for model neutron stars with realistic equations of
state and have been incorporated in analytically and numerically constructed neutron star binary waveforms [12–24].
They have also been implicated in the I-Love-Q universality relations [25–32], and have been shown to vanish for
black holes [10].
This paper is concerned with the case of a rotating body, which is complicated by couplings between the body’s
angular momentum and the tidal field; at first order in the (dimensionless) spin χa, four additional Love numbers
are required to fully describe the deformation. These new rotational-tidal Love numbers were introduced by Landry
and Poisson in Ref. [2] (Paper I): Eq and Fo measure the respective quadrupolar (q) and octupolar (o) deformations
induced by the coupling between χa and Eab, while Bq and Ko measure the respective quadrupolar and octupolar
deformations that result from the coupling between χa and Bab. A different, but related, set of rotational-tidal Love
numbers was introduced by Pani et al. in Ref. [3]. The technical differences between their formalism and the one
employed here are discussed in Sec. I B.
The metric outside a tidally deformed, slowly rotating black hole was constructed by Poisson in Ref. [1]. In Paper
I, the black hole was replaced with a material body, and gravitational and rotational-tidal Love numbers appeared in
the exterior metric. The metric of Paper I reduces to that of Ref. [1] when the Love numbers are set to zero, indicating
that black holes have vanishing rotational-tidal Love numbers. For a material body, the values of the Love numbers
depend on the details of internal structure; to compute them it is necessary to solve the field and fluid equations in
the body’s interior. The calculation of the rotational-tidal Love numbers for material bodies is the primary objective
of this paper. A portion of the task was already accomplished in Ref. [5] (Paper II), which presented—but did not
solve—the interior field equations governing perturbations generated by a spin-coupled gravitomagnetic tidal field. In
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2this paper, the field equations which were omitted in Paper II—those which govern spin-coupled gravitoelectric tidal
perturbations—are examined. Then, the full set of interior field equations is integrated to determine the rotational-
tidal Love numbers explicitly for polytropes. Before going on to describe these calculations in detail, I outline the
setup of the problem, and summarize the key findings of the paper.
I consider a material body of massM , radiusR and rotational angular velocity vector Ωa immersed in a tidal environ-
ment characterized by the gravitoelectric tidal (quadrupole) moment Eab and the gravitomagnetic tidal (quadrupole)
moment Bab. The details of the construction of the tidal environment are provided in Paper I; I recapitulate them
briefly here. I work in the regime of stationary tides, assuming that the body’s response occurs rapidly compared to
the time scale for variation of the tidal environment. This regime is characteristic of the inspiral phase of a binary
system, since the wide separation b  R of the orbiting bodies means the orbital period is much longer than the
rotational period of the reference body. In this setting, the body’s response takes place over the short hydrodynamical
time scale (R3/M)1/2, while the phase of the tidal moments varies on the long orbital time scale (b3/M)1/2 and their
amplitude varies on the even longer radiation-reaction time scale. For my purposes, I neglect the changes in the tidal
environment and take Eab and Bab to be time independent, but otherwise generic.
To determine the solution in the body’s interior, which completes the exterior solution given in Eq. (4.4) of Paper
I, one must solve the Einstein field equations for the metric together with the relativistic Euler equation for the fluid
variables. This, in turn, requires a specification of the fluid’s state. Following Paper II, I assume that the body is
made up of a perfect fluid which satisfies a barotropic equation of state, and that the Lagrangian perturbation ∆ωαβ
of the vorticity tensor vanishes throughout the evolution of the fluid. This is the natural state that arises if one
assumes that the barotropic body was isolated in the remote past, before the tidal field was switched on adiabatically.
I shall refer to this state as “irrotational” since, at zeroth order in spin, it permits the establishment of vorticity-free
internal fluid motions via gravitomagnetic induction (cf. Ref. [33]). The irrotational state stands in contrast to the
“static” state typically employed in work on tidal deformations (e.g. Refs. [3, 4, 9, 10]), in which the fluid is held in
a strict hydrostatic equilibrium that prevents any motion. In Paper II, Landry and Poisson showed that a subset of
the internal metric and fluid variables associated with the gravitomagnetic response of a fluid body in the irrotational
state must be time dependent, even when Bab is stationary. In contrast, here I find that the gravitoelectric response
bears no trace of internal dynamics.
Combining the solutions to the field equations for the gravitomagnetic sector treated in Paper II and the gravito-
electric sector treated here, I match the complete interior metric to the exterior metric of Paper I at the body’s surface,
and determine the Love numbers appearing therein. I find that the response of a slowly rotating material body to
spin-coupled tidal fields is measured by just two rotational-tidal Love numbers, Fo and Ko. They scale with the body’s
compactness like Fo ∼ fo(R/M)5 and Ko ∼ ko(R/M)5; the scaling of Fo was foreseen in Paper I, and the scaling of
Ko was predicted by Ref. [6]. The dimensionless rotational-tidal Love numbers fo and ko are plotted as a function of
compactness in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively, for various polytropic equations of state. The rotational-tidal Love
number ko decreases monotonically in magnitude with increasing compactness, like the gravitational Love numbers
for polytropes (cf. Refs. [10, 33]). In the limit of zero compactness, the value of ko for a polytrope of index n = 1
matches the result of the post-Newtonian calculation of Ref. [6]. The rotational-tidal Love number fo also decreases
in magnitude as M/R increases; however, it changes sign from positive to negative along a sequence of increasing
compactness for sufficiently stiff equations of state. The sign of the Love number reflects whether the tide has a
stretching or compressing effect on the body. The existence of a compressive component in relativistic tides was first
pointed out by Shapiro [34], and has been discussed in Ref. [35].
The other two rotational-tidal Love numbers, Eq and Bq, are found to have a fixed, universal value for all material
bodies. Eq appears in the external metric variables {eˆqtt, eˆqrr, eˆq} listed in Table IV of Paper I, while Bq appears in
bˆqt ; the assignment E
q = 1/120 = Bq dictated by the field equations causes each of these metric variables to vanish.
This means that the metric outside a tidally deformed, slowly rotating material body takes on the simplified form
gtt = −(1− 2M/r) + eqttEq + kdttKd + kottKo, (1.1a)
gtr = eˆ
q
trEˆq, (1.1b)
grr = (1− 2M/r)−1 + eqrrEq + kdrrKd + korrKo, (1.1c)
gtA =
2M2
r
χdA + b
q
tBqA + fdt FdA + fot FoA, (1.1d)
grA = bˆ
q
r BˆqA, (1.1e)
gAB = r
2ΩAB + e
qΩABEq + koΩABKo (1.1f)
in Boyer-Lindquist (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates, where uppercase latin indices A,B,C, ... range over the angular variables
(θ, φ) and ΩAB = diag(1, sin
2 θ) is the two-sphere metric. The tidal potentials {Eq,Kd, ...,Ko} are defined in Sec. II of
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1FIG. 1. Scale-free gravitoelectric rotational-tidal Love number f
o = −(2M/R)5Fo as a function of compactness M/R for poly-
tropes of index n. The Love numbers are computed up to the maximum compactness supported by the given equation of state.
Paper I, and the radial functions {eqtt, kdtt, ..., ko} are listed in Table IV of Paper I (subject to the change of notation
described in footnotes 1 and 3, and footnotes 4 and 6 of Paper II). The metric in Eq. (1.1) is universal up to the
gravitational Love numbers Kel2 and K
mag
2 which appear in {eqtt, eqrr, eq} and bqt , respectively, and the rotational-tidal
Love numbers Fo and Ko which appear in fot and {kott, korr, ko}, respectively.
The plan of the paper is as follows: I present the background metric of a static, spherically symmetric body and
set up the rotational, tidal and bilinear perturbations in Sec. II. The gravitomagnetic field Bab is left out of the
construction altogether, since Paper II already treated spin-coupled gravitomagnetic perturbations. In Sec. III, I
introduce the fluid variables and work out the consequences of the vorticity conservation condition ∆ωαβ = 0. In
Sec. IV, a complete set of equations for all internal metric and fluid variables associated with the gravitoelectric field
Eab is obtained from the Einstein field equations. The field equations are integrated, and the interior solution is
matched to the exterior solution of Paper I to determine the rotational-tidal Love numbers Eq and Fo. Finally, in
Sec. V, I revisit the field equations from Sec. IV of Paper II governing the gravitomagnetic sector of the tidal response
to determine the rotational-tidal Love numbers Bq and Ko. Having established the complete interior solution, I
calculate the amplitude of the gravitomagnetically induced dynamical internal currents identified in Paper II. For
a neutron star in a binary system of relevance to LIGO, the size of the tangential velocity perturbation is over a
kilometer per second at the equator.
B. Pani, Gualtieri and Ferrari
The objective of this paper was pursued in parallel by Pani, Gualtieri and Ferrari in Ref. [4]. I shall briefly clarify
the differences between their work and mine. Just as this paper depends on the identification of the rotational-tidal
Love numbers made in Paper I, Ref. [4] relies on the formalism of a prior paper by Pani et al., Ref. [3], in which the
external geometry of a tidally deformed, rotating star is calculated to second order in its spin. Because the formalism
of Ref. [3] is adapted to axisymmetric settings, Ref. [4] lacks the analogues of my Love numbers Eq and Bq; however,
since Ref. [3] treats the response to the tidal field’s higher multipole moments, Ref. [4] has additional Love numbers
relative to this paper. Nevertheless, both Ref. [4] and this work compute the octupolar rotational-tidal Love numbers
which measure the response to spin-coupled quadrupolar tidal fields. By comparing the external metric of Ref. [4] to
the one presented in Paper I, it is possible to establish the mapping between the definitions of the Love numbers in
each formalism. I find that the Love numbers δλ˜
(32)
M and δλ˜
(32)
E of Ref. [4] can be expressed as a linear combination
of my gravitational and rotational-tidal Love numbers; specifically,
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1FIG. 2. Scale-free gravitomagnetic rotational-tidal Love number k
o = −(2M/R)5Ko as a function of compactness M/R for
polytropes of index n. The Love numbers are computed up to the maximum compactness supported by the given equation of
state. The circled data point at M/R = 0 represents the post-Newtonian result of Ref. [6] for an n = 1 polytrope.
δλ˜
(32)
M = −
32√
5pi
(
5Kel2 − 3Fo
)
, δλ˜
(32)
E ∝ −144
√
7
5
Ko. (1.2)
The mapping has been established modulo a prefactor in the latter case since δλ˜
(32)
E is defined only up to an overall
scale in Ref. [4].
Pani, Gualtieri and Ferrari compute rotational-tidal Love numbers for polytropes of index n = 1 and tabulated
neutron star equations of state. Since I restrict my attention to polytropic equations of state in this paper, our
results coincide only in the former case. Even so, the fact that we make different physical assumptions about the
material body means that we cannot expect our results to be in quantitative agreement. First and foremost, Pani,
Gualtieri and Ferrari place the material body in the static fluid state, which artificially prevents internal currents from
developing through gravitomagnetic induction. As shown in Paper II, the static state is compatible with the Einstein
field equations only in axisymmetry; the irrotational state employed in this paper is valid in generic settings. The
numerical value of the Love numbers depends on the choice of fluid state (cf. Ref. [33]), and our results will therefore
differ in this respect.
Second, the polytropic model adopted in Ref. [4] is different from the one employed here. Pani, Gualtieri and
Ferrari use the equation of state
p = Kµ1+1/n, (1.3)
which describes an “energy polytrope” whose pressure p is related to the total energy density µ (the sum of mass
density ρ and internal energy density ). K is a constant of proportionality which sets the polytrope’s compactness
M/R for a given choice of n and central density µc := µ(r = 0). In contrast, my chosen polytropic equation of state
is
p = Kρ1+1/n, (1.4)
which describes a “mass polytrope” whose pressure is related to the mass density ρ, and whose total energy density
is µ = ρ + np. Tooper [36] has shown that Eq. (1.4), unlike Eq. (1.3), always produces a sound speed less than
5unity for n ≥ 1. The difference between the two equations of state becomes more pronounced for larger values of the
compactness.
Because of these significant differences in formulation, I will not attempt a precise comparison of numerical results
with Pani, Gualtieri and Ferrari in this paper. However, I do note that when subjected to the mapping prescribed in
Eq. (1.2), my results are similar in magnitude to those of Pani, Gualtieri and Ferrari, and display the same qualitative
behavior as a function of the compactness as can be seen in Figs. 5 and 9 of Ref. [4].
II. SPACETIME OF A TIDALLY DEFORMED, SLOWLY ROTATING BODY
The metric inside a tidally deformed, slowly rotating perfect fluid body is built up from successive perturbations
of the background metric of an isolated, nonrotating body in hydrostatic equilibrium,
ds2 = −e2ψdt2 + f−1dr2 + r2dΩ2, (2.1)
where dΩ2 := dθ2 +sin2 θ dφ2. The functions ψ(r) and f = 1−2m(r)/r are determined by the Einstein field equations
dm
dr
= 4pir2µ,
dψ
dr
=
m+ 4pir3p
r2f
. (2.2)
The fluid’s pressure p satisfies the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium
dp
dr
= − (µ+ p)(m+ 4pir
3p)
r2f
, (2.3)
and its total energy density µ is the sum of mass density ρ and internal energy density . The fluid’s equation of
state is taken to be barotropic, such that p = p(ρ) and  = (ρ). The interior metric matches on to the exterior
Schwarzschild solution at the body’s surface r = R, where p = 0.
The body’s slow, rigid rotation is added as a linear, dipole perturbation of the background metric;
protationtφ = −Ω(1− ω)r2 sin2 θ (2.4)
is its only nonzero component. The body’s angular velocity is Ω, and the function ω(r) satisfies [37]
r2f
d2ω
dr2
+
[
4f − 4pir2(µ+ p)] r dω
dr
− 16pir2(µ+ p)ω = 0. (2.5)
At r = R, ω matches the exterior solution ωext = 1− 2I/r3, where I := χM2/Ω is the body’s moment of inertia.
The gravitoelectric tidal field which deforms the body is characterized by a time-independent quadrupole moment
Eab. This Cartesian tensor is symmetric tracefree (STF) and has five independent components which are conveniently
packaged in spherical-harmonic coefficients Eqm. It is likewise convenient to decompose the tidal perturbation in
spherical harmonics. Since Eab generates polar (even-parity) perturbations, the decomposition involves the scalar
harmonics Y `m and the even-parity vector harmonics
Y `mA := DAY
`m, (2.6)
where DA is the covariant derivative operator on the unit two-sphere. I adopt the normalization given in Table II of
Paper I for the spherical harmonics; the corresponding coefficients Eqm are listed in Table I of Paper I.
Expressed in the Regge-Wheeler gauge, the tidal perturbation’s nonvanishing components are1
1 My notation for the radial functions differs from the one adopted in Sec. IV of Paper I; specifically, eqtt[here] = −r2eqtt[Paper I],
eqrr[here] = −r2eqrr[Paper I] and eq[here] = −r4eq[Paper I].
6ptidaltt = e
q
tt(r)Eq, (2.7a)
ptidalrr = e
q
rr(r)Eq, (2.7b)
ptidalAB = e
q(r)ΩABEq, (2.7c)
with
Eq :=
∑
m
EqmY 2m. (2.8)
The radial function eqtt satisfies the field equation
r2f
d2eqtt
dr2
− 2
[
3m
r
− 1 + 2pir2(µ+ 3p)
]
r
deqtt
dr
− 2
[
3− 2pir2(µ+ p)
(
3 +
dµ
dp
)]
eqtt = 0; (2.9)
the other radial functions are related by
eqrr = f
−1e−2ψeqtt (2.10)
and
eq = r2e−2ψ
{
1
2
(m
r
+ 4pir2p
)
r
deqtt
dr
+
[
1 +
m
r
+ 4pir2p− 2pir2(µ+ 3p)
]
eqtt
}
. (2.11)
At r = R, each of the variables {eqtt, eqrr, eq} matches its external expression from Table I of Paper I.
Second-order perturbations are sourced by the (dipole) rotational perturbation of Eq. (2.4) and the (quadrupole)
tidal perturbation of Eq. (2.7). I continue to work to first order in each of Ω and Eab, but now introduce terms of
order ΩEab in the perturbed metric. The composition of the ` = 1 and ` = 2 spherical harmonics is reflected in the
bilinear moments2
Fa := EabΩb, Eˆab := 2Ωccd(aE db) , Fabc := E〈abΩc〉, (2.12)
where Ωa := [0, 0,Ω] is the angular velocity vector, abc is the antisymmetric permutation symbol, and angular brackets
indicate the STF operation (symmetrize all indices and remove all traces). Like Eab, the independent components of
the STF tensors Fa, Eˆab and Fabc can be packaged in spherical harmonic coefficients Fdm, Eˆqm and Fom, respectively;
the precise packaging is presented in Table I of Paper I (with the change of notation described in footnote 2). The
perturbations created by Fa and Fabc are axial (odd-parity) in nature, while those created by Eˆab are polar (even-
parity).
The second-order perturbation is also expressed in the Regge-Wheeler gauge, with the extension of Campolattaro
and Thorne [38] for the ` = 1 terms generated by Fa. Its components are3
pbilineartt = eˆ
q
tt(t, r)Eˆq, (2.13a)
pbilineartr = eˆ
q
tr(t, r)Eˆq, (2.13b)
pbilinearrr = eˆ
q
rr(t, r)Eˆq, (2.13c)
pbilineartA = f
d
t (t, r)FdA + fot (t, r)FoA, (2.13d)
pbilinearrA = f
o
r (t, r)FoA, (2.13e)
pbilinearAB = eˆ
q(t, r)ΩAB Eˆq, (2.13f)
2 I use the same notation as in Paper I for the bilinear moments, but construct them with Ωa instead of χa. Consequently, the moments
differ by a factor of χ/Ω = I/M2.
3 My notation here also differs from Sec. IV of Paper I: eˆqtt[here] = r
2eˆqtt[Paper I], eˆ
q
tr[here] = r
2eˆqtr[Paper I], eˆ
q
rr[here] = r
2eˆqrr[Paper I],
fdt [here] = −r3fdt [Paper I], fot [here] = r3fot [Paper I], and eˆq[here] = r4eˆq[Paper I].
7where
FdA :=
∑
m
FdmX1mA , FoA :=
1
3
∑
m
FomX3mA , Eˆq :=
∑
m
EˆqmY 2m = −Ω∂φEq, (2.14)
and
X`mA := − BA DBY `m (2.15)
are the odd-parity vector harmonics, with AB the Levi-Civita tensor on the unit two-sphere (θφ = sin θ). I allow
the functions {eˆqtt, eˆqtr, ..., eˆq} to depend on both t and r, and note that Eˆq vanishes when the tidal environment is
axisymmetric.
III. PERTURBED FLUID
The perfect fluid which makes up the body is disturbed by the perturbations created by Eab,Fa, Eˆab, and Fabc. I
give this disturbance a Lagrangian formulation, and suppose that the perturbed fluid’s one-parameter equation of
state is the same as the unperturbed fluid’s.
The Lagrangian displacement vector ξα describes how the fluid elements are translated by the perturbation. It is
decomposed as
ξr = ξ
q
r (t, r)Eq + ξˆqr (t, r)Eˆq, (3.1a)
ξA = ξ
q(t, r)EqA + ξd(t, r)FdA + ξˆq(t, r)EˆqA + ξo(t, r)FoA, (3.1b)
where
EqA :=
1
2
∑
m
EqmY 2mA , EˆqA :=
1
2
∑
m
EˆqmY 2mA . (3.2)
The time component of ξα is irrelevant for my purposes. The Eulerian perturbation of the velocity vector is expressed
as
δur = v
q
r (r)Eq + vˆqr (t, r)Eˆq, (3.3a)
δuA = v
q(r)EqA + vd(t, r)FdA + vˆq(t, r)EˆqA + vo(t, r)FoA; (3.3b)
δut can be related to the other components by properly normalizing the perturbed velocity vector. The Lagrangian
change in uα is expressible in terms of the Eulerian change; indeed, for a given fluid variable Q, the Lagrangian
perturbation ∆Q and the Eulerian perturbation δQ are related by ∆Q = δQ+LξQ, where Lξ is a Lie derivative with
respect to ξα [37].
The Eulerian perturbation of the pressure is decomposed as
δp = pq(r)Eq + pˆq(t, r)Eˆq, (3.4)
and the perturbations in energy density µ and specific enthalpy h are given by δµ = (dµ/dp)δp and δh = h(µ+p)−1δp
on account of the barotropic assumption. As a consequence of the conservation equation ∇αTαβ = 0 for a barotropic
fluid, the vorticity tensor ωαβ := ∇α(huβ)−∇β(huα) is conserved along the fluid worldlines: Luωαβ = 0 (see Ref. [37]
for a derivation of this result). The perturbed version of this statement, Lu∆ωαβ = 0, must hold for the perturbed
fluid, which means that ∆ωαβ is conserved along the fluid worldlines. As explained in Paper II, if one supposes—
despite the assumption of stationarity—that the tidal perturbation was switched on adiabatically in the distant past
(so that ∆ωαβ = 0 in the unperturbed initial state), the conservation statement ensures that
∆ωαβ = 0 (3.5)
8at all times.
The vorticity conservation condition constrains several of the fluid variables introduced in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). The
tA components of Eq. (3.5) produce the assignments
pq =
1
2
e−2ψ(µ+ p)eqtt, (3.6a)
pˆq =
1
2
e−ψ(µ+ p)(e−ψ eˆqtt + v
q). (3.6b)
The rA components then yield
vqr =
1
2
(
dvq
dr
− m+ 4pir
3p
r2f
vq
)
. (3.7)
The rA components also relate vˆqr to vˆ
q, ξq and ξqr ; however Eq. (3.5) does not provide enough information to specify
all four of these fluid variables. Consequently, I leave the determination of vˆqr and vˆ
q up to Sec. IV’s analysis of the
Einstein field equations.4 Similarly, the angular components of the vorticity conservation condition fail to produce a
definite assignment for vd and vo, and the remaining tr component is redundant.
I remark that none of the fluid variables determined by Eq. (3.5) depend explicitly on time, in contrast to the
response to a gravitomagnetic tidal field (see Sec. III of Paper II), which was characterized by fluid variables with
a linear time dependence. Accordingly, I switch off the time dependence of the ansatz. The stationary ansatz
automatically satisfies the relativistic Euler equation and, in the following section, I find that a completely stationary
solution is compatible with the gravitoelectric sector’s field equations.
IV. FIELD EQUATIONS
A. Zero-frequency modes
Before going on to examine the field equations which govern the interior solution, I pause to explain the meaning
of the freedom that remains in the fluid variables after the preceding section’s analysis. The variables {vd, vˆq, vˆqr , vo}
were left undetermined by the vorticity conservation condition, Eq. (3.5); in this section, I find that the residual
freedom in these variables is not eliminated by the Einstein field equations. Rather, as made clear by Ref. [39], it is
associated with the freedom to add zero-frequency r- and g-modes to the interior solution.
The g-modes are polar (even-parity), stationary fluid disturbances which characterize the perturbation of a static,
spherically symmetric material body [40]. To investigate how they manifest themselves in the context of this work,
I set Ω = 0, switch off the external tidal field, and focus on stationary perturbations in this discussion. I also
suppress the multipole labels (e.g. d and o) to indicate that the discussion is valid for all multipole orders `. A polar
perturbation is described by the metric variables {eˆtt, eˆtr, eˆrr, eˆ} and the fluid variables {vˆr, vˆ, pˆ}. By virtue of the field
equations, the variables decouple into the groups {eˆtt, eˆrr, eˆ, pˆ} and {eˆtr, vˆr, vˆ}. The first group of variables vanishes
for a homogeneous perturbation (one not driven by an external tidal field). The second group, however, admits an
infinite number of solutions when the fluid is barotropic; each one is characterized by a freely specifiable vˆr. These
solutions define the class of zero-frequency g-modes. A free g-mode can be eliminated by making the assignment
vˆr = e
−ψ eˆtr, which sets the corresponding component of the (contravariant) Eulerian velocity perturbation to zero
[39].
The r-modes are axial (odd-parity), stationary disturbances of the fluid in a perturbed static, spherically symmetric
material body [39]. An axial perturbation is described by the metric variables {ft, fr, v}, where I have again omitted
the multipole labels (e.g. q). In this case, the field equations admit another infinite set of solutions; each one is
characterized by a freely specifiable v and a vanishing fr. These solutions define the class of zero-frequency r-modes,
which are not restricted to barotropes. A free r-mode can be removed by setting v = e−ψft, which eliminates its
associated (contravariant) Eulerian velocity perturbation [39].
To simplify the solution to the field equations, I choose to discard the free r- and g-modes when they appear.
Nonetheless, the freedom to add zero-frequency modes to the solution remains, and the r- and g-modes can be
4 In fact, I will show that vˆqr and vˆ
q are left undetermined by the field equations, and that this corresponds to the freedom to add a
g-mode to the interior solution.
9restored at will. To illustrate the elimination of the zero-frequency modes concretely, I revisit the tidal perturbation
introduced in Sec. II, and add a component ptidaltr = e
q
tr(r)Eq to the ansatz. The field equations imply that eqtr is a
solution to
[
8pir2(µ+ p)− 3] eqtr − 8pir2(µ+ p)eψvqr = 0. (4.1)
Since Eq. (3.7) relates vq to vqr , and v
q
r is otherwise unconstrained by the field equations, it is clear that the group
of variables {eqtr, vqr , vq} represents a g-mode. The g-mode is removed by setting vqr = e−ψeqtr. Equation (4.1) then
produces the assignment eqtr = 0, and Eq. (3.7) in turn sets v
q = 0.5 This choice explains the absence of a ptidaltr
component in the ansatz of Sec. II; for consistency with the metric ansatz, I must then set vqr = 0 = v
q.
B. Field equations: ` = 2
The metric ansatz of Sec. II and the fluid variables of Sec. III are inserted into the Einstein field equations,
Gαβ = 8piTαβ , (4.2)
which are then expanded to first order in Ω and Eqm. Each component of Eq. (4.2) is decomposed in (scalar, vector and
tensor) spherical harmonics. The field equations decouple according to multipole order, and I start by examining the
` = 2 sector associated with the metric variables {eˆqtt, eˆqtr, eˆqrr, eˆq} and the fluid variables {vˆqr , vˆq, pˆq}. The variables
decouple into the groups {eˆqtt, eˆqrr, eˆq, pˆq} and {eˆqtr, vˆqr , vˆq}.
The pressure perturbation pˆq is eliminated with Eq. (3.6b). The angular components of the field equations, together
with the combined rA and rr components, further eliminate eˆqrr and eˆ
q. The sole remaining first-group variable, eˆqtt,
satisfies a homogeneous differential equation supplied by the tt component of the field equations. This is the type of
equation which governs a stationary, homogeneous perturbation of a static, spherically symmetric body; therefore,
the first-group variables all vanish in accordance with the previous subsection’s discussion.
The tr component of the field equations gives rise to
eˆqtr =
eψ
8pir2(µ+ p)− 3
[
8pir2(µ+ p)vˆqr +
1
2
r2e−3ψ(1− ω)de
q
tt
dr
+
1
2
re−3ψ
(
r
dω
dr
+ 2ω − 2
)
eqtt
]
, (4.3)
an algebraic equation for eˆqtr, while the tA components produce
−8pir2(µ+ p)eψ vˆq = r2f deˆ
q
tr
dr
+
[
2m− 4pir3(µ− p)] eˆqtr + 13r3e−2ψ
(
3m
r
− r + 4pir2p
)
(1− ω)de
q
tt
dr
+
2
3
r2e−2ψ
{(
1 +
m
r
)
(1− ω) + pir2(µ+ p)
[
1 +
dµ
dp
+
(
3 +
dµ
dp
)
ω
]}
eqtt. (4.4)
The field equations do not fully determine the second-group variables {eˆqtr, vˆqr , vˆq}, and the residual freedom is inter-
preted as the freedom to add a g-mode to the solution. To simplify the description, I remove the g-mode by setting
vˆqr = e
−ψ eˆqtr. Equation (4.3) then reduces to
eˆqtr = −
1
6
re−2ψ
[
(1− ω)r de
q
tt
dr
+
(
r
dω
dr
+ 2ω − 2
)
eqtt
]
. (4.5)
The interior metric variables must be matched with the exterior solutions listed in Table IV of Paper I at r = R.
It is straightforward to verify that the expression given for eˆqtr in Eq. (4.3) automatically agrees with its external
counterpart at the body’s surface regardless of the choice of vˆqr , since µ and p vanish at r = R like µ ∝ (1 − r/R)n
and p ∝ (1− r/R)n+1, with n > 0. The matching of eˆqtt = 0 to its external version (subject to the change of notation
described in footnote 2)
5 To be more precise, Eq. (3.7) implies that d
dr
(e−ψvq) = 0. The quadrupole piece of Eq. (3.3b) is therefore δuA ∼ [constant] × eψEqA,
such that δuA ∼ [constant]/r2 × eψΩABEqB . Regularity at r = 0 then demands that the constant vanishes, and hence that vq = 0.
10
eˆqtt[ext] =
8I
x3
[
−30x3(x− 1)2 ln (1− 1/x)− 5
2
x(2x− 1)(6x2 − 6x− 1)
](
Eq − 1
120
)
, (4.6)
where x := r/2M , determines the rotational-tidal Love number Eq which appears in the exterior metric. The matching
conditions produce the assignment Eq = 1/120. This result is independent of the material body’s equation of state.
C. Field equations: ` = 1
In this subsection, I turn my attention to the ` = 1 sector of the perturbation associated with the variables {fdt , vd}.
The metric variable fdr does not figure in the ansatz because of the gauge choice f
d
r = 0 employed in Sec. II. The tA
components of the field equations give rise to the inhomogeneous differential equation
0 = r2f
d2fdt
dr2
− 4pir3 (µ+ p) df
d
t
dr
+
[
4m
r
− 2 + 8pir2 (µ+ p)
]
fdt − 16pir2(µ+ p)eψvd
+
2
5
r3fe−2ψ (1− ω) de
q
tt
dr
+
1
5
r2e−2ψ
[
6(1− ω)− 4pir2(µ+ p)
(
1 +
dµ
dp
)
ω − 4pir2(µ+ p)
(
3 +
dµ
dp
)]
eqtt (4.7)
for fdt . The fluid variable v
d is left undetermined, and the corresponding residual freedom in the variables {fdt ,
fdr = 0, v
d} represents an r-mode. I choose to eliminate the r-mode to simplify the solution by setting vd = e−ψfdt .
The matching conditions on the interior and exterior solutions require fdt to agree at r = R with the value appearing
in Table IV of Paper I. In addition, it must satisfy regularity conditions at r = 0. These boundary conditions fully
determine fdt inside and outside the body, including the residual gauge constant γ
d which appears in the exterior
solution. The precise value of γd depends on the choice made for vd.
D. Field equations: ` = 3
Finally, I examine the ` = 3 sector of the perturbation associated with the variables {fot , for , vo}. The rA components
of the field equations indicate that for = 0. The metric variable f
o
t is governed by the inhomogeneous differential
equation
0 = r2f
d2fot
dr2
− 4pir3 (µ+ p) df
o
t
dr
+ 4
[m
r
− 3 + 2pir2 (µ+ p)
]
fot
−16pir2(µ+ p)eψvo + r3e−2ψ(1− ω)
(
9m
r
− 2 + 20pir2p
)
deqtt
dr
+2r2e−2ψ
[(
5m
r
+ 2
)
(1− ω) + 2pir2(µ+ p)
(
6 +
dµ
dp
)
ω + 2pir2(µ+ p)
(
dµ
dp
− 2
)]
eqtt (4.8)
which results from the tA components of the field equations. The fluid variable vo is not specified by the field
equations, and the associated freedom in the variables {fot , for = 0, vo} represents an r-mode. I choose again, for
simplicity, to eliminate this freedom in the solution; the assignment vo = e−ψfot has the desired effect.
The matching conditions on the interior and exterior solutions demand that fot agree at r = R with the value
(8IMx3)−1fot [ext] = −
10
3x6
[
−3
2
x2(5x− 2) ln (1− 1/x)− 3
4
x(10x+ 1)
]
Kel2
+
2
x6
[
210x5(3x− 2)(x− 1) ln (1− 1/x) + 7
2
x2(180x4 − 210x3 + 30x2 + 5x+ 1)
]
Fo
− 5
12x3
+
1
6x4
(4.9)
from Table IV of Paper I. It must moreover satisfy regularity conditions at r = 0. These boundary conditions fully
specify fot inside and outside the body, thereby determining the rotational-tidal Love number F
o which appears in
the exterior solution.
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Unlike Eq, the rotational-tidal Love number Fo depends sensitively on the body’s equation of state. In order to
present quantitative results for Fo, I specialize to the polytropic equation of state Eq. (1.4). The explicit boundary
conditions for integration of Eq. (4.8) can be worked out based on the asymptotic behavior of the fluid variables as
r → 0: they approach their central values like (p−pc) ∝ r2, (µ−µc) ∝ r2, m ∝ r3 and (ψ−ψc) ∝ r2. The integration
of the differential equation is performed numerically from r = 0 to r = R for various choices of the parameters
(n,M/R) which specify the polytropic model. The results remain finite in the limit of zero compactness when scaled
with a factor of (M/R)5. Accordingly, I define fo := −(2M/R)5Fo as the scale-free version of the rotational-tidal Love
number Fo, and plot it as a function of the polytrope’s compactness in Fig. 1.
I note that the value of Fo depends on the choice made for vo; it is sensitive to the presence of internal r-modes.
The numerical results I display in Fig. 1 refer to a material body that is free of r-modes, and would be modified if
such a mode were incorporated in the solution.
V. GRAVITOMAGNETIC TIDAL RESPONSE
In this section, I return to the scenario envisioned in Paper II: I replace the gravitoelectric tidal field generated by
Eab with a gravitomagnetic one generated by Bab. The metric ansatz and fluid variables of Secs. II and III of Paper
II replace those introduced in this paper. I revisit the interior solution presented in Sec. IV of Paper II with the
goal of completing the integration of the Einstein field equations and computing the rotational-tidal Love numbers
associated with the gravitomagnetic sector of the tidal response. I also calculate the velocity perturbation induced by
the gravitomagnetic field, and estimate its size for a neutron star in a binary system.
The manipulations carried out in this section rely heavily on the developments presented in Paper II. I reproduce
only the most relevant equations here; the reader is referred to Paper II for further details. I shall focus primarily on
the tt, tr and tA components of the metric perturbation, as well as the Eulerian velocity perturbation. The bilinear
perturbations
pbilineartt = k
d
tt(r)Kd + kott(r)Ko, (5.1a)
pbilineartr = k
d
tr(t, r)Kd + kotr(t, r)Ko (5.1b)
make up the tt and tr components of the metric perturbation. The tA components consist of the tidal perturbation
ptidaltA = b
q
t (r)BqA (5.2)
and the bilinear perturbation
pbilineartA = bˆ
q
t (t, r)BˆqA. (5.3)
The tidal potentials {Kd,Ko, ..., BˆqA} are defined in Sec. II of Paper I.6 The radial function bqt is governed by the field
equation
r2f
d2bqt
dr2
− 4pir3(µ+ p)db
q
t
dr
− 2
[
3− 2m
r
− 4pir2(µ+ p)
]
bqt = 0, (5.4)
and it agrees with its external counterpart
bqt [ext] =
16M3x3
3
{
1− 1
x
− 3
x5
[
20x4(x− 1) ln (1− 1/x) + 5
3
x(12x3 − 6x2 − 2x− 1)
]
Kmag2
}
(5.5)
from Table IV of Paper I at r = R. The Eulerian velocity perturbation is decomposed as
δur = v
d
r (t, r)Kd + vor(t, r)Ko, δuA = vd(t, r)KdA + vˆq(t, r)BˆqA + vo(t, r)KoA. (5.6)
The complete set of metric and fluid variables for the gravitomagnetic sector of the response, presented in Secs. II
and III of Paper II, is inserted into the Einstein field equations, which are expanded to first order in Ω and Bqm. The
resulting equations, first displayed in Sec. IV of Paper II, are revisited below.
6 Recall that I construct the tidal moments with Ω instead of χ throughout this paper. The tidal moments here therefore differ by a
factor of χ/Ω = I/M2 from those of Paper I.
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FIG. 3. Numerical solution for the radial function bˆqt1 (left panel) and radial profile of the fluid variable vˆ
q (right panel) for
polytropes of index n and compactness M/R.
A. Field equations: ` = 2
The ` = 2 sector of the perturbation sourced by Bab is characterized by the metric and fluid variables {bˆqt , bˆqr , vˆq}.
The Einstein field equations imply that bˆqt is linear in time and satisfies
r2f
d2bˆqt
dr2
− 4pir3(µ+ p)dbˆ
q
t
dr
− 2
[
3− 2m
r
− 4pir2(µ+ p)
]
bˆqt − 16pir2(µ+ p)eψ vˆq = 0. (5.7)
The statement of vorticity conservation implies that
vq = e−ψ (∂tξq + b
q
t ) = 0, (5.8)
and that
vˆq = −1
3
e−ψωξq. (5.9)
Because the exterior solution of Paper I is stationary, the matching conditions on the interior and exterior metric
require that bˆqt1 = 0 = dbˆ
q
t1/dr at r = R, with bˆ
q
t := tbˆ
q
t1. The matching of bˆ
q
t to its external expression
bˆqt [ext] =
16IM
x2
[
20x4(x− 1) ln (1− 1/x) + 5
3
x(12x3 − 6x2 − 2x− 1)
](
Bq − 1
120
)
. (5.10)
then produces the assignment Bq = 1/120 for the rotational-tidal Love number appearing therein. This result is
universal for all material bodies in the absence of internal r-modes. The addition of an r-mode characterized by
{bˆqt0(r), bˆqr0(r) = 0, vˆq0(r)} would impact the value of Bq through the change in the value of bˆqt := tbˆqt1 + bˆqt0 and its
first derivative at r = R.
To calculate the fluid variable vˆq on the basis of Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9), Eq. (5.4) must be integrated from r = 0
to r = R. This requires specifying an equation of state for the body, and I select the relation Eq. (1.4) for mass
polytropes as above. The resulting radial profile for vˆq is plotted for various polytropic models in Fig. 3. I have also
integrated Eq. (5.7) and plotted the function bˆqt1 in the same figure.
B. Field equations: ` = 1
The ` = 1 sector of the perturbation involves the metric variables {kdtt, kdtr, kdrr} and the fluid variables {vdr , vd, pd},
which decouple into the groups {kdtt, kdrr, pd} and {kdtr, vdr , vd}. The field equations impart a linear time dependence
to the metric variable kdtr := tk
d
tr1, and produce the assignments
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vdr = −t
e−ψ
[
1− 8pir2(µ+ p)]
8pir2(µ+ p)
kdtr1, (5.11a)
vd = −t e
−ψ
16pir2(µ+ p)
{
r2f
dkdtr1
dr
+ 2
[
m− 2pir3(µ− p)] kdtr1} . (5.11b)
The function kdtr1 satisfies the inhomogeneous differential equation
0 = r2 f
d2kdtr1
dr2
+
[
3(m− 4pir3µ) + (m+ 4pir3p)dµ
dp
]
dkdtr1
dr
− 2
r2f
{[
1− 10pir2(µ+ p) + 16pi2r4p2] r2 + 4pir3(5µ+ 7p)m− 3m2 − (m+ 4pir3p)2 dµ
dp
}
kdtr1
− 48pi
5
r2(µ+ p)ω
dbqt
dr
− 96pi
5
(µ+ p)
(
r2
dω
dr
+
r − 4m− 8pir3p
f
ω
)
bqt . (5.12)
Since kdtr vanishes in the exterior solution of Paper I, the matching conditions require that k
d
tr1 = 0 = dk
d
tr1/dr at
r = R.
To calculate vdr and v
d via Eq. (5.11), I integrate Eq. (5.12) from r = 0 to r = R. The numerical solution kdtr1,
and the radial profiles of the fluid variables, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, for different mass polytropes. In
addition, I note that the matching conditions on kdtt, which is determined by the field equation
0 = r
dkdtt
dr
+
2
[
m− 2pir3(µ+ p)] (r −m+ 4pir3p)
rf(m+ 4pir3p)
kdtt −
r2(r −m+ 4pir3p)
2(m+ 4pir3p)
dkdtr1
dr
+
[
1 + 2pir2(1 + 4pir2p)(µ− p)] r2 − [5 + 2pir2(µ+ p)] rm+ 5m2
f(m+ 4pir3p)
kdtr1 −
3r
10
[
r(r −m+ 4pir3p)
m+ 4pir3p
dω
dr
− 4ω + 4
]
dbqt
dr
−3(r −m+ 4pir
3p)
5(m+ 4pir3p)
[
r
dω
dr
− 4m+ 2pir
3(µ+ p)
rf
ω + 4
m− 2pir3(µ+ p)
rf
]
bqt , (5.13)
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FIG. 5. Radial profiles of the fluid variables vdr (left panel) and v
d (right panel) for polytropes of index n and compactness M/R.
set the value of the residual gauge constant cd appearing in Table I of Paper I. The matching is unaffected by the
addition of a g-mode {kdtr0(r), vdr0(r), vd0 (r)} to the solution, since only the time derivative of kdtr := tkdtr1 +kdtr0 appears
in Eq. (5.13).
C. Field equations: ` = 3
The metric variables {kott, kotr, korr, ko} and fluid variables {vor , vo, po} characterize the ` = 3 sector of the perturba-
tion. By virtue of the Einstein field equations, they decouple into the groups {kott, korr, ko, po} and {kotr, vor , vo}. The
field equations further determine that kotr := tk
o
tr1 is linear in time, and yield the assignments
vor = −t
e−ψ
[
3− 4pir2(µ+ p)]
4pir2(µ+ p)
kotr1, (5.14a)
vo = −t 3e
−ψ
16pir2(µ+ p)
{
r2f
dkotr1
dr
+ 2
[
m− 2pir3(µ− p)] kotr1} . (5.14b)
The function kotr1 is a solution to the inhomogeneous differential equation
0 = r2f
d2kotr1
dr2
+
[
3(m− 4pir3µ) + (m+ 4pir3p)dµ
dp
]
dkotr1
dr
− 2
r2f
{
2
[
3− 5pir2(µ+ p) + 8pi2r4p2] r2 − 2 [5− 2pir2(5µ+ 7p)] rm− 3m2 − (m+ 4pir3p)2 dµ
dp
}
kotr1
− 32pi
3
r2(µ+ p)ω
dbqt
dr
+
16pi
3
(µ+ p)
[
r2
dω
dr
+ 2
3r − 7m− 4pir3p
f
ω
]
bqt . (5.15)
The fact that kotr vanishes in the exterior solution of Paper I means that the matching conditions on the function are
kotr1 = 0 = dk
o
tr1/dr at r = R.
I calculate vor and v
o via Eq. (5.14) by integrating Eq. (5.15) from r = 0 to r = R. The resulting radial profiles are
plotted in Fig. 6 for various mass polytropes. The numerical solution for kotr1 is shown in Fig. 7. The field equations
also produce the inhomogeneous differential equation
0 = r2f
d2kott
dr2
+ 2
[
1− 3m
r
− 2pir2(µ+ 3p)
]
r
dkott
dr
+ 4
[
pir2(µ+ p)(3 +
dµ
dp
)− 3
]
kott +
1
2
r2f
(
dµ
dp
− 1
)
dkotr1
dr
+
{(
11 +
dµ
dp
)
m+ 2pir3
[
(µ+ 7p)− (µ− p)dµ
dp
]
− 4r
}
kotr1 + S1r
dbqt
dr
+ S0b
q
t , (5.16)
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FIG. 6. Radial profiles of the fluid variables vor (left panel) and v
o (right panel) for polytropes of index n and compactness M/R.
obtained by combining Eqs. (14.4a) and (14.4b) of Paper II, for the time-independent metric variable kott, where
S1 = −2
3
{
5m2
r2
+ 3− 16pi2r4p2 + 4pir2µ− m
r
[
9 + 8pir2(µ+ p)
]}
r
dω
dr
−4
3
{
3− m
r
[
9− 4pir2(µ+ p)]− 4pir2p [3− 4pir2(µ+ p)]}ω + 4(1− 3m
r
− 4pir2p
)
, (5.17a)
S0 =
2
3
{
10m2
r2
+ 4pir2
[(
3− 8pir2p) p+ 2µ]− m
r
[
3 + 16pir2(µ+ p)
]}
r
dω
dr
+
4
3
{
m
r
[
6 + 8pir2(µ+ p)
]
+
[
9− 4pir2(µ+ p)
(
6 +
dµ
dp
− 8pir2p
)]}
ω
−4
{
2m
r
−
[
2pir2(µ+ p)
(
1 +
dµ
dp
)
− 3
]}
. (5.17b)
At r = R, kott matches its external version
−(4Ix2)−1kott[ext] =
1
x7
[−10x4(x− 1)(280x3 − 420x2 + 140x+ 3) ln (1− 1/x)]Kmag2
+
1
x7
[
−2800x7 + 5600x6 − 9100
3
x5 +
610
3
x4 +
115
3
x3 + 5x2 − 5
6
x− 5
6
]
Kmag2
+
2
x6
[−420x4(2x− 1)(x− 1)2 ln (1− 1/x)− 7x2(120x4 − 240x3 + 130x2 − 10x− 1)]Ko
+
1
2x2
− 1
2x3
(5.18)
from Table IV of Paper I; this condition, together with regularity at r = 0, is sufficient to fully determine kott inside and
outside the body, including the rotational-tidal Love number Ko which appears in the exterior solution. The presence
of a g-mode within the body does not affect the value of Ko, since the addition of terms {kotr0(r), vor0(r), vo0(r)} to the
solution does not impact Eq. (5.16), in which only the time derivative of kotr := tk
o
tr1 + k
o
tr0 appears.
Like Fo, the rotational-tidal Love number Ko depends on the body’s equation of state. Specializing to the polytropic
form Eq. (1.4), I integrate Eq. (5.16) numerically from r = 0 to r = R for several choices of the parameters (n,M/R).
The scale-free version of the rotational-tidal Love number, ko := −(2M/R)5Ko, is plotted as a function of compactness
M/R in Fig. 2. The scale-free nature of ko is ensured by the fact that it remains finite in the M/R→ 0 limit.
For a polytrope of index n = 1, the rotational-tidal Love number has the value of ko = 9.0493 × 10−2 in the zero-
compactness limit. This figure agrees to one part in 105 with the result of Poisson and Douc¸ot [6], who calculated
the same quantity in a post-Newtonian approximation. The small discrepancy reflects the accuracy of my numerical
integrations near M/R = 0.
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D. Tidal currents
The external gravitomagnetic tidal field induces time-dependent velocity perturbations, despite the assumed time
independence of Bab. As argued in Paper II, and shown convincingly by the post-Newtonian analysis of Ref. [6],
the dynamical velocity perturbations represent time-varying internal currents which are driven by the zero-frequency
modes of the fluid when the gravitomagnetic tidal field is allowed to couple to the body’s spin. In this subsection, I
calculate the amplitude of these currents at the equator of a neutron star in a binary system of relevance to LIGO.
I suppose that the reference body is a neutron star in a binary system with a companion of mass M ′ moving on a
circular orbit of radius b and orbital angular frequency Ωorb = [(M+M
′)/b3]1/2. I adopt a Cartesian coordinate system
oriented so that the orbital plane lies in the x-y plane. In these coordinates, the gravitomagnetic tidal quadrupole
moment sourced by the companion’s orbital motion has nonvanishing components
B13 = −3M
′Ωorb
b2
cos Ωorbt, B23 = −3M
′Ωorb
b2
sin Ωorbt (5.19)
to leading order in a post-Newtonian expansion [1].
In Paper II, and so far in this work, I have assumed that the orbital time scale Torb ∼ 1/Ωorb is much longer than
the internal hydrodynamical time scale Tint ∼ (R3/M)1/2 for the body’s tidal response, so that the tidal moments are
effectively stationary. The assumption of strict stationarity is responsible for the linear time dependence of vˆq which
follows from Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9). I now relax this assumption to better model the binary setting, and allow the tidal
moments to retain the sinusoidal time dependence exhibited in Eq. (5.19).
The effect of taking Bqm = Bqm(t) can be understood by examining Eq. (5.8), in which I reinsert the implicit factors
of the tidal potential BqA:
e−ψ [∂t (ξqBqA) + bqtBqA] = 0. (5.20)
Previously, for stationary Bqm, this statement produced a linear time dependence ξqBqA = −tbqtBqA. In contrast, for
time-dependent Bqm, it yields a bounded time dependence
ξqBqA = −bqt
∫ t
0
BqAdt′ = −bqt
∑
m
∫ t
0
Bqm(t′)dt′X2mA . (5.21)
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The net effect of the tidal moments’ sinusoidal time dependence is therefore to take
tBqm →
∫ t
0
Bqm(t′)dt′ =
1
Ωorb
∫ Φ
0
Bqm(Φ′)dΦ′, (5.22)
where Φ := Ωorbt is the orbital phase. Because the spherical-harmonic coefficients Kdm, Bˆqm and Kom are related to Bqm
(see Table I of Paper I), the time dependence further implies
tKdm →
1
Ωorb
∫ Φ
0
Kdm(Φ′)dΦ′, tBˆqm →
1
Ωorb
∫ Φ
0
Bˆqm(Φ′)dΦ′, tKom →
1
Ωorb
∫ Φ
0
Kom(Φ′)dΦ′. (5.23)
These transformations modify the time-dependent metric and fluid variables {kdtr, bˆqt , kotr} and {vdr , vor , vd, vˆq, vo}, but
leave time-independent ones like bqt unchanged.
Implementing these changes in the results of Secs. V A, V B and V C, the Eulerian velocity perturbation δuα can
be calculated explicitly for the binary neutron star. The contravariant expression δuα is related to the covariant
components of δuα given in Eq. (5.6) as follows:
δur = f
[
δur − e−ψ
(
ptr − prAΩABχdB
)]
, (5.24a)
δuA = r−2e−ψΩAB
[
eψδuB − ptB + pBCΩCDχdD
]− 1
2
e−3ψ(1− ω)pttΩABχdB . (5.24b)
Expressed in terms of the tidal potentials and the variables of this subsection, one finds that
δur = f
∫ Φ
0
[(
vdr
tΩorb
− e−ψ k
d
tr1
Ωorb
)∑
m
Kdm(Φ′)Y 1m +
(
vor
tΩorb
− e−ψ k
o
tr1
Ωorb
)∑
m
Kom(Φ′)Y 3m
]
dΦ′, (5.25a)
δuA = r−2ΩAB
∫ Φ
0
[
vd
tΩorb
∑
m
Kdm(Φ′)Y 1mB +
(
vˆq
tΩorb
− e−ψ bˆ
q
t1
Ωorb
)∑
m
1
2
Bˆqm(Φ′)X2mB +
vo
tΩorb
∑
m
1
3
Kom(Φ′)Y 3mB
]
dΦ′
−r−2e−ψbqtΩABBqB . (5.25b)
Equation (5.25) provides a complete description of the currents induced in a neutron star by the gravitomagnetic
tidal field of a binary companion to first order in the tidal deformation and the neutron star’s spin. The entire radial
component δur is first order in spin, while the angular components δuA consist of a piece δuAtidal := −r−2e−ψbqtΩABBqB ,
which is zeroth order in spin, and a first-order piece δuAbilinear. The former piece is a tidal current directly induced by
the gravitomagnetic quadrupole moment Bab; its time dependence is merely parametric, in the sense that it simply
reflects the modulation of Bab with the orbital phase Φ. The latter piece is a genuinely dynamical tidal current
induced by the bilinear spin-coupled gravitomagnetic moments. The integrals of Kdm, Bˆqm and Kom produce a sinusoidal
variation of the amplitude that is superposed on the time dependence inherited from Eq. (5.19).
For concreteness, I now proceed to calculate the amplitude of the tidal currents at the neutron star’s equator
(r = R, θ = pi/2, φ) by evaluating the tangential velocity perturbation δvA := RδuA. The radial component of the
velocity perturbation automatically vanishes at the surface because the functions kdtr1 and k
o
tr1, as well as their first
derivatives, are zero at r = R. The function bˆqt1 also vanishes at r = R, and only the φ component of δv
A is nonzero
at the equator. Thus, on the basis of Eq. (5.25), I compute
δvφtidal = −
3M ′R2Ωorb
b2
e−ψ
bqt
R3
cos (φ− Φ) (5.26)
at zeroth order in spin, and
δvφbilinear = −
M ′R2Ω
b2
σ sin (Φ/2) sin (φ− Φ/2) (5.27)
at first order. I have defined the dimensionless quantity
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n M/R σ δv (km/s)
0.13 1.117 2.234
0.5 0.17 0.998 1.997
0.21 0.871 1.743
0.13 1.233 2.466
0.75 0.17 1.096 2.191
0.21 0.952 1.903
0.13 1.327 2.654
1.0 0.17 1.174 2.348
0.21 1.009 2.018
TABLE I. The dimensionless, equation-of-state dependent parameter σ from Eq. (5.28) for polytropic models of index n and
compactness M/R, for use in the estimate Eq. (5.29). The adoption of the fiducial values of Eq. (5.30) for the binary system
produces the values of the equatorial velocity perturbation δv listed here.
σ := −6
(
vd
tR3
+
vˆq
tR3
− 2
15
vo
tR3
)
(5.28)
to encode all the equation-of-state dependence of δvφbilinear. As shown in Table I, σ is roughly of order unity for the
polytropic models studied in this paper. Restoring factors of G and c, the amplitude δv of Eq. (5.27) can be written
as
δv = σ
(2pi)7/3G1/3
c2
M ′
(M +M ′)2/3
R2
P
f4/3 (5.29)
in terms of the neutron star’s rotational period P := 2pi/Ω and the orbital frequency f := Ωorb/2pi. Evaluated with
the parameters of a typical equal-mass neutron star binary system near merger, the dynamical tidal currents have
amplitude
δv = 2σ
(
M ′
1.4 M
)(
2.8 M
M +M ′
)2/3(
R
12 km
)2(
100 ms
P
)(
f
100 Hz
)4/3
km/s (5.30)
at the equator. This figure differs only by a factor of σ from the post-Newtonian order-of-magnitude estimate of
Poisson and Douco¸t [6].
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